
InTRoDuCTIon
Few could have imagined, in 3050, the impact and legacy the Clan invasion would cause. Even in 3052, after the Com Guards halted the invasion at Tukayyid, most pundits 

believed the Inner Sphere would eventually push the Clans back into the Periphery. The reformation of the Star League and the destruction of the Smoke Jaguars just prior to the 
Federated Commonwealth Civil War were taken as signs of this resolve … but then conflict, as it so often does, intervened. By the end of that great internecine conflict and the im-
mediate eruption of the Jihad, little attention was given to driving the Clans out and, by the Jihad’s end, their actions in the fight against the Word of Blake had earned them a place 
in the new peace.

Of course, conflict can never be far from a martial people, and the six remaining Inner Sphere Clans fought. They fought among themselves, as they had ever done, and they 
fought against their neighbors, in conflicts such as the Second Combine-Dominion War. The Hell’s Horses fought to expand, hold and defend their occupation zone against both the 
Jade Falcons and the Wolves. The Jade Falcons fought anyone and everyone within reach: the Wolves and their Exiles, the Hell’s Horses, the Lyran Commonwealth, even for a time 
the Rasalhague Dominion. But conflict has a way of dulling lines and borders.

In Rasalhague, the Ghost Bears realized their final integration with Rasalhague, and their Dominion remains one of the most powerful of the Clan enclaves. The Wolves, having 
parlayed an agreement with the Lyran Commonwealth into another Exodus of sorts, carved their Wolf Empire out of the Free Worlds League and the Lyran Commonwealth, even as 
they raced the Jade Falcon Golden Ordun toward the Lyran capital. The Nova Cats, restive under the Combine’s heel, rose in rebellion against the Dragon and were destroyed. And 
the Sea Foxes, Diamond Sharks no longer, sail the black oceans of the jump lanes, offering sale to all those who buy and retribution to all those who deserve it.

Much has changed in the last eighty years. The fearsome warfighting technology first demonstrated on the battlefields of the The Rock and Icar, Trellwan and Turtle Bay so 
long ago has spread throughout the Inner Sphere. The old lines of technological division are falling; Clan equipment is built across the Inner Sphere. Sea Fox ArcShips carry it where 
regular supply lines cannot reach. For anyone with enough stones, a Clan-built OmniMech is almost easy to find.

With the withdrawal of the Republic behind the Fortress walls and the resumption of fighting by the Successor States, the Clans have become more restless as well. The Dominion 
has snapped up its Vega Prefecture; the Wolf Empire nibbles ever-closer to the wall, while the Horses and the Falcons just barely lost their bid for Hesperus II. The Sea Foxes are selling 
materiel as quickly as they can manufacture it, and the Nova Cats, if indeed any of their shades remain, must be thinking they moved only a year or two too early.

—Paladin Janella Lakewood
12 October 3145



GamE noTES 
Technical Readout: 3145 (The Clans) covers a wide breadth of units and equipment. To understand how these various units plug into the core BattleTech rulebooks, it’s useful to 

cover how the various rulebooks interact. 

Standard Rules 
The Total Warfare (TW) and TechManual (TM) rulebooks present the core game and construction rules for BattleTech (BT), otherwise referred to as the standard rules. In addition, to reflect 

the advancement and proliferation of new technologies, several Advanced Rules items from Tactical Operations have been reclassified as Standard Rules items for games set in the Dark Age era.

Advanced Rules 
Beyond the standard rules a legion of advanced rules exists, allowing players to expand their games in any direction they desire. In an effort to bring these rules to players in 

the most logical form possible, the advanced rules are contained in three “staging” core rulebooks, each one staging up and building off of the previous rules set. 
Tactical Operations (TO) is the first in the “staging” advanced rulebooks. Its focus is on special situations and advanced terrain during game play, and applies directly to a game 

as it unfolds on a world in the BattleTech universe. 
Strategic Operations (SO) is the second “staging” advanced rulebook. It stages a player up to the next logi cal area of play, focusing on “in a solar system” and multi-game play. 
Interstellar Operations (IO) is the third and final “staging” advanced rulebook. Players are staged up to the final level of play, where they can assume the roles of a House lord 

or Clan Khan and dominate the galaxy.

How To uSE THIS TECHnICal REaDouT 
Complete rules for using ’Mechs, vehicles, infantry, battle armor, fighters, and DropShips in BattleTech game play can be found in Total Warfare, while the rules for their construction can 

be found in TechManual; some equipment is detailed in Tactical Operations. The rules for using JumpShips and WarShips, as well as their construction rules, can be found in Strategic Operations. 
The following three definitions are used to clarify the various types of equipment that appear in Technical Readout: 3145 (The Clans) and are presented in the standard and 

advanced rulebooks.

Standard: most of these work with Total Warfare rules only, but some Advanced rules items may be present, requiring Tactical Operations for full effect.
Advanced: Any equipment mass produced “in universe”; must have Tactical Operations and/or Strategic Operations, in addition to Total Warfare, to use.
Experimental Rules: Any equipment not mass produced “in universe” because it is prohibitively expensive, extraor dinarily sophisticated, exceedingly difficult to maintain or 

simply deemed too unreliable or restrictive for widespread deployment; must have Tactical Operations and/or Strategic Operations, in addition to Total Warfare, to use. 

Design Quirks
Every unit described in Technical Readout: 3145 (The Clans) may have one or more listed positive and/or negative Design Quirks (see p. 193, SO and p. 204,  

TRO: Prototypes). These quirks are included to give each design a unique flavor. Use of these quirks is optional and should be agreed upon by all players before play begins.
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constable Pacification suit

Over the past century, the Clans have grown 
accustomed to putting down insurrections 
among their civilian castes. Most Clans either 
leave such distasteful pacification duties to their 
paramilitary police or, in extreme cases, bring 
down their full military might to neutralize the 
threat before it can grow out of hand. However, 
disturbances of the peace that require a heavier 
touch than standard police forces can handle 
often cause unacceptable levels of collateral 
damage. Clans more interested in integrating 
with their native Inner Sphere populations than 
in subduing them sought a better solution.

The Constable Pacification Suit fills that 
need by offering more protection and firepower 
than standard police equipment. Commissioned 
by the Ghost Bear Dominion’s Watch to combat 
the terrorist group Motstånd, the suit fills its in-
tended role well and offers the Watch several op-
tions for dealing with such threats.
 
CapabIlITIES

Based on a lighter version of the Rogue 
Bear battlesuit, the Constable provides great 
mobility and strength, which allows officers to 
reach trouble and clear wreckage or debris fast-
er than other available options. The suit can be 
fitted with a wide variety of options for both de-
fensive and offensive deployment. The dual gre-
nade launchers can be used with gas, smoke, or 
flash-bang grenades for nonlethal takedown, or 
they can load standard grenades for offensive 
punch. The Constable’s modular weapon mount 
offers even more tactical options, including in-
creased firepower, anti-personnel weapons, 
electronic warfare, and target detection.

DEploymEnT
Although initially developed for the 

Dominion’s Watch, the Constable proved popu-
lar enough that it became widely used by police 
forces throughout the Clans’ occupation zones. 
Some Clan militaries have also chosen to use 
the suit in a military role by making extensive 
use of its improved sensors and electronic war-
fare capabilities.

The Constable’s first deployment occurred 
during the Hitomi Compound Siege in 3092. A 
single Point was dispatched to deal with over 
100 heavily armed cultists, but the Constable 
operators approached the situation with stan-
dard battle armor tactics, which resulted in un-
mitigated disaster. The Constables ultimately 
needed to be extracted by conventional infan-
try, which tainted the Dominion’s opinion of the 
suit until the Watch saw other police and para-
military forces use it with different tactics.

Despite its preliminary stigma as being 
of Dominion manufacture, the suit went on to 
see service in the Draconis Combine with ISF 
agents and the occasional Civilian Guidance 
Corps emergency response team. In 3103, the 
ISF investigated a potentially seditious reli-
gious movement that had gone to ground in 
an uninhabited part of Galtor III, and a squad 
of Constables was able to sniff out their well-
protected hiding place. The ISF agents em-
ployed nonlethal pacification methods, but the 
congregation fought back by collapsing the 
only entrance into the hidden compound. The 
Constables were able to quickly clear away the 
rubble, eliminate all armed resistance, and ap-
prehend the leader of the movement.

noTablE unITS

Agent Kiko Williams: Agent Williams gradu-
ated from the Internal Security College in 
3142 and was soon drafted into the Mokonete, 
where she specialized in flushing out domes-
tic terrorist cells. After gaining certification 
in battle armor operation, she selected the 
Constable as her weapon of choice. Unlike 
many of her peers, Agent Williams excels at 
capturing suspected terrorists alive for inter-
rogation. However, her penchant for mercy 
backfired in 3144 when a captured saboteur 
escaped custody. Suspected of engineering 
the jailbreak, Williams has since been under 
ISF scrutiny for signs of disloyalty.

Point Commander Ferdinand, Chief Inspector: 
A promising ristar in his youth, then-Star 
Commander Ferdinand lost two successive 
Trials of Bloodright for the Icaza Bloodname 
and could find no one to sponsor him when 
the third Trial occurred. A near-crippling knee 
injury in the subsequent Grand Melee caused 
him to fail his yearly retest, and soon he was 
demoted to the police sub-caste and required 
to patrol the laborer-caste slums of Hamarr 
with only a sidearm. Upon discovering his su-
perior had been lax in her own patrol duties, 
Ferdinand challenged her and won, despite his 
physical limitations. He used his new position 
as the district’s chief inspector to declare a Trial 
of Possession for a Constable battlesuit, which 
he operates during his patrols. Fewer laborers 
cause problems when he is around, and those 
that do have a short life expectancy.
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constable Pacification suit

Type: Constable
Manufacturer: BA Facility Gamma
 Primary Factory: Mannedorf
Equipment Rating: F/X-X-E

Tech Base: Clan
Chassis Type: Humanoid
Weight Class: Light
Maximum Weight: 750 kg
Battle Value: 
 25 [ECM]
 28 [LMG]
 35 [SRM]
 25 [Sensor]
 24 [TAG]
Swarm/Leg Attack/Mechanized/AP: Yes/Yes/Yes/No
Notes: Features the following Design Quirks: Easy to Maintain.

Equipment  Slots Mass
Chassis:   150 kg
Motive System:   
 Ground MP:  3  60 kg
 Jump MP:  3  75 kg
Manipulators:    
 Right Arm: Battle Claw  15 kg
 Left Arm:  Battle Claw  15 kg
Armor: Standard  125 kg
 Armor Value:  5 + 1 (Trooper)

   Slots
Weapons and Equipment Location (Capacity) Mass
Heavy Grenade Launcher (40) RA 1 105 kg
Cutting Torch RA 1 5 kg
Heavy Grenade Launcher (40) LA 1 105 kg
Cutting Torch LA 1 5 kg
Modular Weapon Mount Body 1 (2) 10 kg
 ECM Suite — 1 75 kg
 Light Machine Gun (50) — 1 75 kg
 SRM 1 (4 shots) — 2 75 kg
 Improved Sensors — 1 45 kg
 Light TAG (60) — 1 35 kg
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combat 
vehicles

gurzil suPPort tank

Mass: 80 tons
Movement Type: Tracked
Power Plant: Gorvachs 230 Fusion XL
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Maximum Speed: 64 kph
Armor: Composite Alpha-V1 Ferro-Lamellor
Armament: 
 2 Type XV “Culverin” Streak LRM-15  

 Launchers
 2 Series 14a Medium Pulse Lasers
 2 Type VIII ‘Mech Mortar 8s
Manufacturer: Trellshire Heavy Industries
 Primary Factories: Sudeten
Communications System: TJ6 “Bell” Integrated
Targeting and Tracking System: Series VI TTS

The Gurzil is the Jade Falcons’ answer to 
the JES II. A juxtaposition of two different sup-
port styles, the Gurzil often finds itself doing 
neither job well. Shrewd commanders deploy-
ing the Gurzil as intended rave about its perfor-
mance, but they are in the minority. Many find 
the Gurzil a poor offering and choose single-
role alternatives like the JES II or the Carnivore 
Support Tank. 
 
CapabIlITIES 

The Series VI is the Sea Foxes’ best vehicu-
lar target and tracking system, and the Falcons 
paid heavily for its use. In addition to common 
features like target prioritization, automated 
threat assessment, and computerized eleva-
tion and windage, the Series VI offers three pre-
configured firing solutions. Optimized for three 
range brackets, each firing solution boosts te-
lemetry data for all targets within the selected 
range bracket, tripling the data sample rate and 
significantly boosting computer’s accuracy. The 
enhanced data processing comes with a price, 
though, as the sample rate for targets outside 
the selected range bracket drops significantly.

DEploymEnT
In 3142, elements of the Peregrine Galaxy 

invaded Arcturus. Although the world was 
a major manufacturing center for the Lyran 
Commonwealth, it was not well defended. The 
Fifteenth Arcturan Guards were the only unit 
to come to its aid. Hauptmann-General Ian 
Chesterton divided his regiment into compa-
nies and scattered them in order to strike at 
multiple Falcon locations simultaneously. In 
the Battle of Warnemünde, the Jade Falcons 
deployed two Points of Gurzils and a Binary 
Supernova to hold the Stein Garten bridge. The 
bulk of the Falcon force deployed west of the 
bridge, putting themselves between it and the 
advancing Lyrans. The Gurzils remained in re-
serve on the far side of the river. 

What the Fifteenth lacked in strategy they 
made up for in fearlessness. Alpha Company 
charged straight at the entrenched Falcons. 
With only five ’Mechs able to return fire, the 
Fifteenth had little trouble reaching the bridge-
head. As the Falcon ’Mechs fell back across 
the bridge, the Lyrans discovered it also put 
them soundly in range for the Gurzils. The 
tanks opened up with volley after volley from 
their LRMs and mortars. Two minutes after 
gaining the bridgehead, the Fifteenth was re-
treating out of the Gurzils’ effective range. The 
Fifteenth’s second attempt to gain the bridge 
involved splitting their force to use a pincer 
attack that followed the riverbank. While the 
approach did enfilade the Falcons, the already 
damaged Fifteenth ’Mechs could not deliver 
sufficient firepower to dislodge the Falcons. By 
the time the Fifteenth made its third and final 
push for the bridge, earlier blunders had re-
duced them to fifty percent combat strength. 
Two of the Fifteenth’s ’Mechs engaged the forc-
es defending the bridge, while the remaining 
four—all jump-capable—attempted to ford the 

Stein Garten and flank the Gurzils. As with the 
first two attempts, concentrated fire from the 
Gurzils squashed their advance. 

The Fifteenth experienced similar failures 
elsewhere. Of the nine companies Chesterton 
deployed, only two were able to secure their 
objectives. Badly mauled by the Falcons, the 
Fifteenth withdrew after two days of fighting. 

noTablE unITS

Point Commander Joanna: Joanna commands 
a Point of Gurzils in Peregrine Galaxy. During 
the Battle of Warnemünde, her tank accounted 
for five of the six Lyran kills. Joanna attributes 
her success to frequent drills and getting to 
know the subtle nuances of the Series VI TTS. 
Joanna frequently uses the long-range mode of 
her Series VI and her Culverin missile launchers 
with deadly effect. 

Star Commander Daniel: Daniel is an officer in 
the Second Falcon Jaegers, specializing in urban 
warfare. In 3140 while fighting defensively on 
Chahar, Daniel stymied a larger Lyran force by 
making effective use of his Gurzil. Coordinating 
with Elemental spotters, Daniel’s Gurzils would 
lob mortars over buildings or direct-fire LRMs 
depending upon the LCAF tactics. During a 
weeklong siege by the LCAF, Daniel’s forces 
stopped eight sorties and scored five kills.
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gurzil suPPort tank

Type: Gurzil
Technology Base: Clan (Advanced)
Movement Type: Tracked
Tonnage: 80
Battle Value: 1,765

Equipment   Mass
Internal Structure:   8
Engine:  320  17.5
 Type:  XL Fusion
 Cruise MP:  4
 Flank MP:  6
Heat Sinks:  10  0
Control Equipment:   4
Lift Equipment:   0
Power Amplifier:   0
Turret:   2
Armor Factor (Lamellor): 175  12.5
  Armor
  Value
 Front 41
 R/L Side 34/34
 Rear 32
 Turret 34

Weapons and Ammo Location Tonnage
2 Streak LRM 15 Turret 14
Ammo (Streak) 24 Body 3
2 Medium Pulse Lasers Turret 4
2 ‘Mech Mortar 8 Front 10
Ammo (Mortar) 20 Body 5

Notes: Features the following Design Quirks: Variable-
Range Targeting.
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arion

Mass: 35 tons
Chassis: Csesztreg QuadVee 35.2 Endo Steel 
Power Plant: Light Force (Standard) 210
Cruising Speed: 64 kph
Maximum Speed: 97 kph
Jump Jets: None
 Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Compound H17 Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
 2 Type 1 Cross-Pattern SRM 4 Launchers
 1 Series 7K Extended Range Large Laser
Manufacturer: Csesztreg Industriplex  

Alpha Annex
 Primary Factory: Csesztreg
Communications System: CH2 Series 

Integrated
Targeting & Tracking System: Version 

Gamma-V TTS

Where the Cyllaros was clearly a proof-of-
concept machine, aimed at exploring the fea-
sibility of the QuadVee, the Arion is an effort to 
produce a machine that is faster and more effec-
tive as a harasser. This model was present in the 
first confirmed battle involving the Horses’ new 
QuadVees (quadruped vehicles) on Derf in 3136.

Like the others of its kind, the Arion suffers 
from limited space and tonnage to excel either 
as a ’Mech or as a combat vehicle, but its en-
hanced mobility and unified cockpit style dem-
onstrates a certain maturity in this QuadVee 
that is absent in the Cyllaros.
 
CapabIlITIES

As a quadruped ’Mech, the Arion can ne-
gotiate terrain with ease, and the ability to ro-
tate its entire upper body through 360 degrees 
gives it a field of fire unmatched by conven-
tional bipeds. Its dual-pilot cockpit system plays 
to the Horses’ underlying belief in teamwork 

between warriors of different skill sets, placing 
MechWarriors and vehicular gunners in joint 
command of a single machine. 

Unfortunately, the limiting factors of its 
conversion equipment, dual-pilot system, and 
tracks left the Arion with precious little room 
for weapons and engine power. The result is a 
light ’Mech that can be outpaced by modern 
mediums, and outgunned by vehicles lighter 
than itself. 

DEploymEnT
The Arion, like all QuadVees, is exclu-

sively used by Clan Hell’s Horses. The Jade 
Falcons and the Wolves have shown no inter-
est in this strange notion, and the Rasalhague 
Dominion seems likewise unimpressed with its 
performance. 

There have been few confirmed combat ac-
tions involving the Arion itself, but two cases—
both involving the Ninety-first Mechanized 
Assault Cluster—have seen this QuadVee in 
action against the Rasalhague Dominion. The 
first occurred on Weingarten in 3139, when el-
ements of the Dominion’s Rasalhague Galaxy 
raided the planet. The second came in 3143, 
when the Ninety-first hit Gunzburg with a raid 
of its own. 

On Weingarten, the Horses successfully 
defended against the Dominion’s Second Tyr 
Assault Cluster, where a mixed Star of Arions 
and Harpagoses played an effective support 
role. With their long range firepower and 
broad firing fields the QuadVees projected 
damage in all directions so quickly that the 
Second Tyr briefly thought it was facing two 
supporting Stars instead of just one. Rendered 
cautious, the attackers slowed their advance, 
losing valuable momentum that the remaining 
Horses easily exploited.

The action on Gunzburg proved less than 
stellar. There, the Second Freemen Cluster’s ar-
tillery kept the Horses off balance, hammering 
a vehicle Star that included a pair of Arions so 
badly that the QuadVees had to prematurely 
break ranks, abandoning their disabled breth-
ren as the ’Mechs sought cover in a thick copse 
of nearby woods. Ironically, this tactical blunder 
demonstrated the advantages of the QuadVees 
over vehicles—at the expense of no less than 
six combat crews.

noTablE unITS

Nova Captain Glen DeLaurel: Glen DeLaurel 
considers herself a reformed Horse these days. 
As a Star Captain in Beta Galaxy, she was a 
champion of the Mongol Doctrine, and of the 
use of harsher, less forgiving tactics against any 
enemies to the Clan, and was a fervent sup-
porter of the alliance with Malvina Hazen’s Jade 
Falcons—until that fateful day in 3141, when 
the Chinggis Khan ordered the destruction of 
many of her comrades in a desperate effort to 
eradicate the Kell Hounds on Timkovichi.

Disillusioned, DeLaurel transferred to the 
Ninety-first Mechanized Assault after recov-
ering from her injuries, and was given com-
mand of a Nova Trinary that included a Star of 
Arion QuadVees. After reviewing the disastrous 
events of the Gunzburg raid, she decided to 
take a more active role in honing the Horses’ 
new edge by claiming personal command of 
one of these QuadVees and training intensely 
with the rest of her Trinary in what she refers to 
as “experimental tactics.”



Notes: *Tracks take up 1 critical 
slot in each leg. Features 
the following Design Quirks: 
Bad Reputation, No Ejection 
System, Non-Standard Parts.
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arion

Type: Arion
Technology Base: Clan (Advanced)
Tonnage: 35
Battle Value: 849

Equipment   Mass
Internal Structure: Endo Steel  2
QuadVee Conversion Eqpt:   4
Engine:  210  9
 Walking MP:  6
 Running MP:  9
 Jumping MP:  0
 Tracked Cruise MP: 6
 Tracked Flank MP: 9
Heat Sinks (Laser):  10 [20]  0
Gyro:   3
Cockpit:   4

Equipment   Mass
Armor Factor (Ferro):  48  2.5
  Internal Armor
  Structure Value
 Head 3 3
 Center Torso 11 6
 Center Torso (rear)  3
 R/L Torso 8 5
 R/L Torso (rear)  3
 R/L Front Legs 8 5
 R/L Rear Legs 8 5

Weapons and Ammo Location Critical Tonnage
SRM 4 RT 1 1
ER Large Laser CT 1 4
SRM 4 LT 1 1
Ammo (SRM) 25 LT 1 1
Tracks * 4 3.5
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medium 
’mechs

gyrfalcon

Mass: 55 tons
Chassis: Olivetti Stage 3
Power Plant: 275 Fusion XL
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Jump Jets: Clan Standard Type A1 with Partial 

Wing
 Jump Capacity: 150 meters
Armor: Raydient Advance Series 4
Armament:
 2 Series 6b ER Large Lasers
 2 Type OVR-V LB 2-X Autocannons
Manufacturer: Olivetti Weaponry
 Primary Factory: Sudeten
Communications System: Raptor X-T Type iii
Targeting & Tracking System: Goshawk 

E-Series with Light Active Probe

Given the success of Olivetti Weaponry’s 
Eyrie in 3087, many were surprised when the 
Jade Falcons waited twenty-five years to unveil 
the Eyrie’s heavier sibling. Truthfully, Olivetti 
never planned to design a BattleMech to follow 
in the Eyrie’s footsteps. A Clan Council initiative 
at the turn of the thirty-second century was 
meant to revitalize the flagging touman during 
Devlin Stone’s peace, and the Gyrfalcon was the 
first tangible result of that program. Alongside 
the Eyrie, this new BattleMech was intended to 
inspire the next generation of Jade Falcons to 
new heights and to reinforce a sense of pride, 
patriotism, and culture in the Clan’s older war-
riors. The initiative was a smashing success. 
Warriors of all stripes embraced the Gyrfalcon 
not only for its battlefield prowess but also for 
its fearsome shape that screamed “I am Jade 
Falcon” to all potential challengers.
 
CapabIlITIES

The Gyrfalcon is a workhorse BattleMech. 
Able to outrun and outmaneuver many 

opponents in its weight class due to MASC 
and its partial wing assembly, the Gyrfalcon 
can maintain considerable offensive pressure. 
Its weapons keep challengers at range while 
the MechWarrior relies on the Gyrfalcon’s re-
flective armor to fend off return fire. Although 
the Gyrfalcon lacks the razor-sharp talons of its 
smaller sibling, in the event of a close-range 
contest, the ’Mech’s legs are designed to with-
stand the rigors of performing a Death From 
Above assault.

DEploymEnT
Like all of the Jade Falcon’s totem ’Mechs, 

the Gyrfalcon only sees service with the Falcons, 
and it can be found in most battle Stars 
throughout the Clan’s touman.

In an effort to showcase the new ’Mech’s 
capabilities, the Second Falcon Dragoons land-
ed on Chateau in 3113 and challenged the Hell’s 
Horses’ Thirtieth Mechanized Strike Cluster. The 
Trial of Possession targeted the Thirtieth’s sole 
Star of Baliuses, one of the Horses’ signature 
’Mechs, and the Falcons’ batchall challenged 
that Star to defend itself in the trial. The Falcons 
sought to prove that they possessed the more 
efficient totem ’Mech of both Clans. In the 
Avion Hills, a full Star of the Second Dragoons’ 
Gyrfalcons met the Thirtieth’s Balius Star. The 
Dragoons used the hills to their advantage and 
kept the heavier Horse ’Mechs at long range 
until the Trial’s final minutes. Once the Baliuses 
closed the gap, two Gyrfalcons leapt from hill-
tops onto the Horses, instantly crushing two 
Baliuses with expertly timed Deaths From 
Above attacks. The remaining Horses fought for 
a short time before requesting hegira. Instead 
of claiming the Baliuses as isorla, Star Colonel 
Hazen ordered his warriors to publicly destroy 
the ’Mechs in front of the Horse warriors, leav-
ing no salvageable components behind. 

VaRIanTS
Gyrfalcon variants commonly resulted from 

pilot preference and are available as refits. All 
known variant configurations replace the stan-
dard model’s reflective armor with lighter, more 
common ferro-fibrous armor. The heat-efficient 
Gyrfalcon 2 also replaces the active probe with 
two laser heat sinks. The Gyrfalcon 3 ties dual 
Ultra AC/2s with a targeting computer, making 
this a favored configuration with aggressive 
risk-takers unconcerned about heat manage-
ment. The least common configuration is the 
Gyrfalcon 4, a specialized model which modifies 
the Gyrfalcon 2 by replacing the paired autocan-
non with TSEMPs.

noTablE unITS

Galaxy Commander Aleksandr Hazen: 
Aleksandr was one of the runts of his sibko, and 
that nearly cost him his life. When his sibkin 
Malvina defended them both against night-
time attackers attempting to weed out the sib-
ko’s dead weight, she bought them both more 
time. Despite his small size, Aleks excelled from 
then on, but he and Malvina embraced differ-
ent philosophies upon taking their Trials of 
Position. Where Malvina killed every one of her 
opponents in her Trial, Aleks purposely left all of 
his defeated opponents alive. Aleks soon won 
his Bloodname and quickly earned command 
of Zeta Galaxy for the Falcon’s desant into the 
Republic alongside Malvina Hazen. Aleks’ even 
temperament managed to rein in Malvina’s 
more bloodthirsty proclivities during the de-
sant, but on 15 August 3134, he was killed when 
his Gyrfalcon “White Lily” was destroyed during 
the battle for Skye.
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gyrfalcon

Type: Gyrfalcon
Technology Base: Clan (Advanced)
Tonnage: 55
Battle Value: 2,367

Equipment   Mass
Internal Structure: Endo Steel  3
Engine:  275 XL  8
 Walking MP:  5
 Running MP:  8 (10)
 Jumping MP:  5*
Heat Sinks (Laser):  11 [22]*  1
Gyro:   3
Cockpit:   3
Armor Factor (Reflective):  144  9
  Internal Armor
  Structure Value
 Head 3 9
 Center Torso 18 21
 Center Torso (rear)  6
 R/L Torso 13 16
 R/L Torso (rear)  5
 R/L Arm 9 15
 R/L Leg 13 18

Weapons and Ammo Location Critical Tonnage
ER Large Laser RA 1 4
LB 2-X AC RA 3 5
Ammo (LB-X) 45 RA 1 1
Light Active Probe H 1 .5
MASC LT 2 2
ER Large Laser LA 1 4
LB 2-X AC LA 3 5
Ammo (LB-X) 45 LA 1 1
Partial Wing RT/LT 3/3 3
Jump Jets RT 2 1
Jump Jet CT 1 .5
Jump Jets LT 2 1

Notes: *Partial Wing adds +2 Jump MP and –3 Heat per turn in Standard atmosphere (see pp. 293 and 
295, TO, for ad ditional rules). Features the following Design Quirks: Distracting, Reinforced Legs.
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heavy 
’mechs

WarWolf

Mass: 75 tons
Chassis: WW-1 Heavy Endo Steel
Power Plant: Starfire 375 XL
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Jump Jets: None
 Jump Capacity: None
Armor: Forging BL2 Reactive
Armament:
 30 tons of pod space available
Manufacturer: Kallon Weapon Industries
 Primary Factory: Thermopolis
Communications System: Garret T11-b
Targeting & Tracking System: Sync Tracker 

(39-42071)

The Warwolf is reportedly an attempt to 
create a new iconic heavy ’Mech for Clan Wolf’s 
touman following the enthusiastic devaluation 
of the Timber Wolf by Clan Sea Fox. Like the 
Wulfen, only a handful of prototypes had been 
completed before the Clan abandoned their oc-
cupation zone to carve out a new Wolf Empire. 
Those prototypes made a terrifying impression 
on their enemies, and with production at full 
swing the Warwolf will certainly be at the fore 
of future Wolf conquests.
 
CapabIlITIES

The Warwolf’s assignment to a handful of 
ristars produced a wide variety of weapons con-
figurations that have since become standard. It 
is thus a supremely flexible cavalry ’Mech ca-
pable of filling fire support, assault, and urban 
combat roles. Its use of reactive armor gives it 
a significant advantage against Inner Sphere 
opponents like the FWLM and LCAF, which rely 
heavily on artillery and missile weapons.

DEploymEnT
Warwolf pilots are notable either for hav-

ing the favor of Khan Ward or for the formida-
ble skills required to win one from the former 
group. They are rare even in Alpha and Beta 
Galaxies and not found at all in second-line 
formations. Production at Thermopolis shows 
signs of steady improvement, however, so it is 
likely to proliferate in due time.

The Warwolf was in its element during the 
3140 raid by the Eighty-eighth Wolf Battle Cluster 
on Bolan. Two of the ’Mechs, accompanied by a 
pair of Thors and a Mad Cat, broke through the 
lines of the First Bolan Guards outside Quetta. 
The Star crushed the Lyran command company, 
with Markus Kerensky’s Warwolf taking down 
the regimental commander’s Cyclops with a well-
placed Gauss rifle shot.

Perhaps the only embarrassment the 
’Mech has suffered so far came during the bat-
tle for Tharkad City. Newly transferred to Beta 
Galaxy, Markus led his Star into the fray but 
pushed ahead too far. He was separated from 
the rest of his command by a Lyran bombard-
ment and stumbled into a King Crab just as it 
emerged from a hidden bunker. The assault 
’Mech’s point-blank strike crippled Kerensky’s 
Warwolf in a matter of seconds, giving him no 
time to retaliate.

noTablE unITS

Star Commander Markus Kerensky: Markus 
Kerensky went into the crucible of Tharkad City 
with absolute confidence in his skills. His run-in 
with Reiner Hogarth’s King Crab shook the ristar 
to his core. An impressive showing on Hesperus 
II, where he accounted for several Jade Falcon 
and Lyran ’Mechs, has restored his confidence. 
He is expected to test up to higher rank soon.

Type: Warwolf
Technology Base: Clan (Advanced)
Tonnage: 75
Battle Value: 2,706

Equipment Mass
Internal Structure: Endo Steel  4
Engine:  375 XL  19.5
 Walking MP:  5
 Running MP:  8
 Jumping MP:  0
Heat Sinks:  10 [20]  0
Gyro:    4
Cockpit:   3
Armor Factor (Reactive): 231  14.5
  Internal Armor
  Structure Value
 Head 3 9
 Center Torso 23 35
 Center Torso (rear)  11
 R/L Torso 16 24
 R/L Torso (rear)  8
 R/L Arm 12 24
 R/L Leg 16 32

Weight and Space Allocation
   Spaces 
Location Fixed Remaining
Head None 1
Center Torso None 2
Right Torso 2 XL Engine 8
  2 Endo Steel
Left Torso 2 XL Engine 8
  2 Endo Steel
Right Arm Endo Steel 6
  Reactive
Left Arm 4 Reactive 4
Right Leg Endo Steel 0
  Reactive
Left Leg Endo Steel 0
  Reactive
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WarWolf

Weapons and Ammo Location Critical Tonnage
Primary Weapons Configuration
Gauss Rifle RA 6 12
Ammo (Gauss) 16 RA 2 2
Targeting Computer RT 3 3
LRM 10 RT 1 2.5
Ammo (LRM) 12 RT 1 1
CASE II RT 1 .5
Laser Anti-Missile System H 1 1
TAG CT 1 1
LRM 10 LT 1 2.5
Ammo (LRM) 12 LT 1 1
CASE II LT 1 .5
Jump Jet RT 1 1
Jump Jet CT 1 1
Jump Jet LT 1 1

Alternate Configuration A
ER PPC RA 2 6
Medium Pulse Laser RA 1 2
2 Double Heat Sinks RA 4 2
Streak LRM 10 RT 2 5
Ammo (Streak LRM) 12 RT 1 1
CASE II RT 1 .5
Double Heat Sink RT 2 1
ER Medium Laser H 1 1
ER Large Laser CT 1 4
Medium Pulse Laser CT 1 2
Streak SRM 6 LT 2 3
Ammo (Streak SRM) 15 LT 1 1
CASE II LT 1 .5
Double Heat Sink LT 2 1
 Battle Value: 3,100

Alternate Configuration B
Ultra AC/10 RA 4 10
Ammo (Ultra) 30 RA 3 3
ER Large Pulse Laser RT 3 6
Double Heat Sink RT 2 1
Laser Anti-Missile System H 1 1
2 Double Heat Sinks LT 4 2
2 Double Heat Sinks LA 4 2
Jump Jets RT 2 2
Jump Jet CT 1 1
Jump Jets LT 2 2
 Battle Value: 2,518

Weapons and Ammo Location Critical Tonnage
Alternate Configuration C
Large Pulse Laser RA 2 6
Targeting Computer RA 2 2
Double Heat Sink RA 2 1
ATM 9 RT 4 5
Ammo (ATM) 14 RT 2 2
CASE II RT 1 .5
Laser Anti-Missile System H 1 1
ATM 9 LT 4 5
Ammo (ATM) 14 LT 2 2
CASE II LT 1 .5
2 Double Heat Sinks LA 4 2
Jump Jet RT 1 1
Jump Jet CT 1 1
Jump Jet LT 1 1
 Battle Value: 2,776

Weapons and Ammo Location Critical Tonnage
Alternate Configuration H
Gauss Rifle RA 6 12
Ammo (Gauss) 16 RA 2 2
Improved Heavy Large Laser RT 3 4
Supercharger RT 1 2
Double Heat Sink RT 2 1
CASE II RT 1 .5
Double Heat Sink CT 2 1
Improved Heavy Large Laser LT 3 4
2 Coolant Pods LT 2 2
Double Heat Sink LT 2 1
CASE II LT 1 .5
 Battle Value: 3,184
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